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NATHAN was founded in 1978 as a better way to 
store your keys while running. A little thing but 
it was simply better. In that same spirit NATHAN 
expanded into, hydration and visibility, and has 
become the leader in running essentials. Going 
forward, NATHAN looks to offer products for 
before, during and after running. We are looking 
to build products that eliminate barriers and 
empower the runner. You will see this shine in 
our expanded Run Safety line and RunAway 

collection. Our legacy products will continue 
to be category leaders, our stories will speak to 
the runner in all of us, and our new product will 
empower us all to run stronger, longer, and to be 
the best version of us we can be.

NATHAN believes that if you run, then you are  
a runner. No matter where you run, or why.  
No matter how far or how fast. If you run,  
NATHAN runs with you.

Illustrations, product displays, and colors shown in this book may be subject to change.

3M™ and Scotchlite™ are trademarks of 3M™ 
Tritan™ is trademarked by Eastman Chemical Company

KNOW HOW SINCE 
MORE THAN 40 YEARS



Dehydration is a leading cause of training injuries—and not just for elite athletes. 
Your body is 60-65% water, so everyone from beginning runners to fun runners to 
competitors needs a hydration plan to fuel properly, perform better,  
and recover quicker!

Whether your running goals include faster times, longer distances, camaraderie 
with friends, or simply less time on the couch, your body needs fluids constantly to 
keep your tank full. That means hydrating BEFORE, DURING and AFTER every run. 

HYDRATE. RUN STRONGER.®
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NATHAN is the industry leader in hydration 
solutions and should be the centerpiece of 
any hydration section in run specialty. We 
lead by creating hydration solutions that fit 
better, run better, and simply are better. 

H Y D R A T I O N

Hydration 
Vests



Introducing Nathan’s newest and 
lightest vests. No matter how fast or 
far you’re running, this vest is built to 
keep you at the top of your game. 

Pinnacle 4L Hydration Pack

2 x 20oz HydraPak Soft Flasks

with ExoSpine for stability, plus long hose and 
mouthpiece. 1.6L Bladder compatible (not 
included).

4 Liters of Storage

with 12 thoughtful pockets including two new 
kangaroo pockets exclusive to Nathan.

Pinnacle 12L Hydration Pack

1.6L Insulated Bladder

keeps liquids cooler 38% longer and 
hourglass shape helps reduce sloshing.

12 Liters of Storage

with 13 thoughtful pockets including a large 
rear diagonal zipper and two new kangaroo 
pockets exclusive to Nathan.

FITS LIKE A SECOND SKIN
Designed to keep you moving in total comfort, 
this vest is lightweight, breathable and adjustable 
for perfect fit and form.

ENHANCED DESIGN
Compression style comfort with a chafe-free fit 
now features an enhanced shape with a slightly 
longer back for efficient, dispersed capacity.

INTEGRATED REFLECTIVITY
High visibility colors combined with printed 
reflective details provide complete coverage to 
keep you seen and safe.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
20% lighter than Nathan’s VaporKrar and 
VaporHowe vests. Highly breathable, moisture-
wicking materials.

Tapered back panels for a chimney wicking 
effect, designed to wick moisture up and out of 
sweaty locations.



WOMEN FIT

New Kangaroo pocket

1,6L bladder
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COMPRESSIONFit

No matter how fast or far you’re running, this vest is 
built to keep you at the top of your game. Designed to 
be 20% lighter and more breathable than the Krar and 
Howe vests, the Pinnacle series fits like a second-skin 
and adds two new kangaroo pockets to the collection 
of smart storage spaces. 

Size at chest and sternum: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL  

Colors: Finish Lime / Hibiscus

Weight: 311,84 g 
Storage capacity: 12 Liters

40180
Pinnacle Series Vapor 12L  
(with 1,6L bladder)

  20% lighter than the Howe and Krar

  Two water-resistant pockets on chest for phone and pill pocket  
with whistle

  Added side pockets

  New Kangaroo pockets: one side entry easy access pocket.  
One vertical pocket for trekking poles, larger items

  New Shape of vest that sits longer in the back for dispersed capacity

  Large diagonal zipper for easy entry for necessities of any size that fits 

  Tapered back panels for a chimney wicking effect, designed to wick  
 moisture up and out of sweaty locations.
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MEN FIT

New Kangaroo pocket

1,6L bladder
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40240
Pinnacle Series Vapor 12L 
(with 1,6L bladder)

COMPRESSIONFit

No matter how fast or far you’re running, this vest is 
built to keep you at the top of your game. Designed to 
be 20% lighter and more breathable than the Krar and 
Howe vests, the Pinnacle series fits like a second-skin 
and adds two new kangaroo pockets to the collection 
of smart storage spaces.

Size at chest and sternum: 
XS, S, M, L, XL 

Weight: 311,84 g 
Storage capacity: 12 Liters

Colors: Blue Me Away / Finish Lime

  20% lighter than the Howe and Krar

  Two water-resistant pockets on chest for phone 
and pill pocket with whistle

  Added side pockets

  New Kangaroo pockets: one side entry easy 
access pocket. One vertical pocket for trekking 
poles, larger items

  New Shape of vest that sits longer in the back for  
dispersed capacity

  Large diagonal zipper for easy entry for necessities 
of any size that fits 

  Tapered back panels for a chimney wicking effect, 
designed to wick moisture up and out of sweaty 
locations.



WOMEN FIT

2 soft flasks

New breathable Mesh

New Kangaroo pocket
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Weight: 141,74 g 
Storage capacity: 4 Liters

Colors: Black / Hibiscus

Size at chest and sternum: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL    

COMPRESSIONFit
40200
Pinnacle Series Vapor - 4L  
(with 2 hydrapak Soft flask)

  20% lighter than the Howe and Krar

  Two water-resistant pockets on chest for phone and  
pill pocket with whistle

  Added side pockets

  New Kangaroo pockets: one side entry easy access pocket.  
One vertical pocket for trekking poles, larger items

  New Shape of vest that sits longer in the back for  
dispersed capacity

  Large diagonal zipper for easy entry for necessities of  
any size that fits

  Tapered back panels for a chimney wicking effect,  
designed to wick moisture up and out of sweaty locations.

  2 20z hydrapak Soft flask with ExoSpine for stability and  
long hose and mouth piece

No matter how fast or far you’re running, this 
vest is built to keep you at the top of your game. 
Designed to be 20% lighter and more breathable 
than the Krar and Howe Vests, the Pinnacle series 
fits like a second-skin and adds two new kangaroo 
pockets to the collection of smart storage spaces.
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MEN FIT

New breathable Mesh

New Kangaroo pocket

2 soft flasks
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Size at chest and sternum: 
XS, S, M, L, XL  

Weight: 141,74 g 
Storage capacity: 4 Liters

Colors: Black / Finish Lime

No matter how fast or far you’re running, this vest is built 
to keep you at the top of your game. Designed to be 20% 
lighter and more breathable than the Krar and Howe Vests, 
the Pinnacle series fits like a second-skin and adds two new 
kangaroo pockets to the collection of smart storage spaces.

40260
Pinnacle Series Vapor 4L   
(with 2 hydrapak Soft flask)

COMPRESSIONFit

  20% lighter than the Howe and Krar

  Two water-resistant pockets on chest for phone and pill pocket with 
whistle

  Added side pockets

  New Kangaroo pockets: one side entry easy access pocket.  
One vertical pocket for trekking poles, larger items

  New Shape of vest that sits longer in the back for dispersed capacity

  Large diagonal zipper for easy entry for necessities of any size that fits

  Tapered back panels for a chimney wicking effect, designed to wick 
moisture up and out of sweaty locations.

  2 20z hydrapak Soft flask with ExoSpine for stability and long hose  
and mouth piece



WOMEN FIT

4727
VaporAiress 2 - 7L  
(with 2L bladder)

2L bladder

Pill pocket

Gel stash pocket
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ADAPTIVEFit

  The CinchFit adjustable sizing system provides a tailored, body-
mapped fit for all body types

  Two adjustment points allow you to alter waist and bust fit separately

  Quick attachement/ release trekking pole attachement points

  Breathable, chafe-free materials for maximum comfort

  Equipped with a 2L bladder with quick-release valve

  Transparent zippered pocket for quick-viewing of key essentials

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Large main back storage compartment

  Front pockets fit bottles and flasks up to 650 ml

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

Weight without bladder: 235 g 
Weight with bladder: 347 g 
Storage capacity: 7 Liters

Colors: Vapor Grey / Finish Lime

Size at chest and sternum:
XXS-M  
L-XXL 

VaporAiress is body-mapped and designed specifically 
for the female form. It’s our first race vest to feature the 
innovative CinchFit Adjustable Sizing System, resulting 
in a fit and feel so personalized, you’ll think we tailored it 
just for you. 
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4732
Vapor Air 2 - 7L  
(with 2L bladder)

MEN FIT

Pill pocket

Gel stash pocket

2L bladder
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  The CinchFit adjustable sizing system provides a tailored, body-
mapped fit for all body types

  Quick attachement/ release trekking pole attachement points

  Breathable, chafe-free materials for maximum comfort

  Equipped with a 2L bladder with quick-release valve

  Transparent zippered pocket for quick-viewing of key essentials

  Two storage pockets by CinchFit straps - one on each side

  Secure front shoulder zippered pockets

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Large main back storage compartment

  Front pockets fit bottles and flasks up to 650 ml

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

Size at chest and sternum: 
XS-M    
L-XXXL  

Weight without bladder: 235 g 
Weight with bladder: 347 g 
Storage capacity: 7 Liters

Colors: Vapor Grey / Blue Me Away

The lightweight and body-mapped VaporAir race 
vest features the CinchFit Adjustable Sizing System 
and pole attachement points. Long runs won’t ever 
be the same.

ADAPTIVEFit



WOMEN FIT

30230
VaporAiress 2 Lite - 4L 
(with 1,5L bladder)

Bottle/ stash pockets

Minimal adjustable fit

1,5L bladder
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CINCHFit

Weight without bladder: 201 g
Weight with bladder:  325,8 g 
Storage capacity:  4 Liters

    Colors: Marine Blue / Hibiscus

Size at chest and sternum: 
XXS-M 
L-XXL 

  Designed specifically to fit the Female Form

  Adaptive-Fit Adjustable Sizing System provides a tailored,  
body-mapped fit for all body types

  Two adjustment points allow you to alter waist and bust fit separately

  Breathable, chafe-free materials for  maximum comfort

  Equipped with a 1.5L bladder with  quick-release valve

  Transparent zippered pocket for quick viewing of key essentials

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Large main back storage compartment

  Front pockets fit bottles and flasks up to 22 oz

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

VaporAiress 2 Lite is back and better than ever! Body 
mapped and designed specifically for the female form, 
it’s our first race vest to feature the innovative Adaptive-
Fit Adjustable Sizing System, resulting in a fit and feel so 
personalized, you’ll think we tailored it just for you.
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30210
Vapor Air 2 Lite - 4L  
(with 1,5L bladder)

MEN FIT

Minimal adjustable fit

Bottle/ stash pockets

1,5L bladder
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CINCHFit

Size at chest and sternum: 
XS-M 
L-XXXL 

Weight without bladder: 201 g 
Weight with bladder: 325,8 g 
Storage capacity: 4 Liters

    Colors: Marine Blue / Vapor Grey

 New set it and forget it 

 Adjustable fit: Adjust the lower lumbar velcro fit system  
to the desired size, Customize it to you. 1.5L bladder

 Max breathability

 7 pockets

 Bottle pockets in the front fit up to 22 oz bottle. 

 Adjustable sternum straps 

 Magnetic hose clip

 360 reflectivity

Lightweight and breathable with plenty of storage, 
our new Vapor Air Lite takes our Adjustable-Fit 
feature to the next level with a new “set it and 
forget it” design.



Crossover 
Packs
1 5 L  -  1 0 L  -  5 L

30350
Crossover Pack - 15L  
(with 2L bladder)

2L bladder

Stash pockets

Stash Bottom pockets
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Size at chest and sternum: 
One-Size-Fits-Most 

Weight without bladder:  327 g 
Weight with bladder:  458,8 g 
Storage capacity:  15 Liters

Colors: Black / Vapor Grey

Designed with the ultimate versatility in mind, our newest pack features 
a lightweight, bounce-free design for runners, just the right storage 
capacity for hikers, and easy access pockets for cyclists. Comfortable, 
ergonomic and efficient, it’s the complete solution for athletes on-the-go.

  Lightweight Moisture wicking pack with 2L bladder 

  Adjustable Sternum and removeable waist strap 

  Two front strap pockets 

  Two 40 degree angled side pockets for easy on trail accessibility -  
one bottom stash pocket. 

  Helmet loops 

  Bungee system for extra storage

  Two large main zipper pockets with organization pockets for bike tools etc.
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30330
Crossover Pack - 10L  
(with 2L bladder)

30310
Crossover Pack - 5L  
(with 2L bladder)

2L bladder 2L bladder

Side stash 
pockets at 40°

Stash Bottom pockets

Stash pockets

Side stash
pockets at 40°
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Size at chest and sternum: 
One-Size-Fits-Most  

Size at chest and sternum: 
One-Size-Fits-Most  

Weight without bladder:  280 g 
Weight with bladder:  412,03 g 
Storage capacity:  10 Liters

Weight without bladder:  280 g 
Weight with bladder:  412,03 g 
Storage capacity:  5 Liters

Colors: Charcoal / Marine Blue Colors: Vapor Grey / Finish Lime

Designed with the ultimate versatility in mind, our newest pack features 
a lightweight, bounce-free design for runners, just the right storage 
capacity for hikers, and easy access pockets for cyclists. Comfortable, 
ergonomic and efficient, it’s the complete solution for athletes on-the-go.

Designed with the ultimate versatility in mind, our newest pack features 
a lightweight, bounce-free design for runners, just the right storage 
capacity for hikers, and easy access pockets for cyclists. Comfortable, 
ergonomic and efficient, it’s the complete solution for athletes on-the-go.

  Lightweight Moisture wicking pack with 2L bladder

  Adjustable Sternum and removeable waist strap 

  Two front strap pockets 

  Two 40 degree angled side pockets for easy on trail 
accessibility - one bottom stash pocket.

  Helmet loops 

  One large main zipper pockets with internal bladder 
pocket 

  Lightweight Moisture wicking pack with 2L bladder

  Adjustable Sternum and removeable waist strap

  Two front strap pockets 

  Two 40 degree angled side pockets for easy on trail 
accessibility - one bottom stash pocket. 

  Helmet loops

  One large main zipper pockets with internal bladder 
pocket



Quickstart
6 L  -  4 L  -  3 L

30250
Quick Start - 6L 
(with 2L bladder)

2L bladder

1717

Size at chest and sternum: 
One-Size-Fits-Most  

Weight without bladder:  220,6 g 
Weight with bladder:  366,7 g 
Storage capacity:  6 Liters

Colors: Charcoal / Reflective Silver,  

Colors: Breezy Blue / Storm Green, 

Versatility is the game here, One Size Fits Most makes this pack 
shareable, and a multisport must have! This 1.5L hydration bladder 
pack provides a low profile, minimalist way to comfortably wear your 
water and bring along other essentials on your journey.

  Includes 2L bladder

  Front storage for nutrition and phone - fits most large format 
smartphones

  Front bottle pocket fits up to 22 oz flasks

  Main back zippered pocket for extra layers and other running 
essentials

  Adjustable front and side straps for dialing in a perfect fit

  Soft perimeter binding prevents chafing
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30270
Quick Start - 4L  
(with 1,5L bladder)

30290
Quick Start - 3L  
(with 1,5L bladder)

1,5L bladder

1,5L bladder
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Size at chest and sternum: 
One-Size-Fits-Most Size at chest and sternum: 

One-Size-Fits-Most 

Weight without bladder:  205 g 
Weight with bladder:  351,8 g 
Storage capacity:  4 Liters

Weight with bladder:  336 g 
Storage capacity:  3 Liters

Colors: Black / Gold 

Colors: Vapor Grey / Finish Lime 

Colors: Storm Green / Breezy Blue

Colors: Gravity Gray / Reflective Silver 

Colors: Marine Blue / Hot Red

This 1.5L hydration bladder pack provides a low profile, 
minimalist way to comfortably wear your water and bring along 
other essentials on your journey.

This 1.5L hydration bladder pack provides a low profile, 
minimalist way to comfortably wear your water and bring along 
other essential items on your journey.

  Includes 1.5L bladder

  Front storage for nutrition and phone - fits 
most large format smartphones

  Front bottle pocket fits up to 22 oz flasks

  Main back zippered pocket for extra layers 
and other running essentials

  Adjustable front and side straps for dialing 
in a perfect fit

  Soft perimeter binding prevents chafing

  Includes 1.5L bladder

  Front storage for nutrition and phone - fits 
most large format smartphones

  Front bottle pocket fits up to 22 oz flasks

  Main back zippered pocket for extra layers 
and other running essentials

  Adjustable front and side straps for dialing 
in a perfect fit

  Soft perimeter binding prevents chafing
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H Y D R A T I O N

Hydration 
Belts
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FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

0,5L soft flask

Front zippered pocket

20

  20 oz soft flask with locking cap 

  Front zippered pocket for phone 

  Two side stash pockets for keys or nutrition (we suggest Glukos) 

  Hydration pocket in center back, is lined with foam for stability,  
     plus a large loop for dexterity while opening the pocket 

  Compression tabs on either side of the waist pack; tabs pull to  
     compress the soft flask as you drink down your water 

Designed with the minimalist runner in mind, our Pinnacle Belt still has it all. Sleek and 
comfortable with a step-through design, it features four exterior pockets and quick, 
efficient access to the hydration bottle. Lightweight and bounce-free, this belt packs just 
what you need with no compromise on performance.

Size: 
XXS-XS
S/M, L/XL  

Weight: 113,40 g 
Storage capacity: 0,5 Liters

Colors: Black / Blue Me Away

40220
Pinnacle Series Waistpack
(with 0,5L soft flask)



FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

Large storage pocket
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Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

Weight: 258 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

  Ergo-shaped, soft monofilament belt offers multi-directional stretch that 
eliminates bounce

  Secure holsters provide easy, one-handed, on-the-fly access to hydration 
and nutrition

  Two 300 mL Flasks with Push-Pull caps

  Zip pocket with front stash pouch for gels, compatible with most large-
format smartphones

  Two shock cords with one-pull tension lock at sides for extra capacity

  Reflective trims for greater visibility

  Elastic keepers neatly hold excess straps

Our best-selling, fully-adjustable, bounce-free, two-flask hydration 
belt now features new graphics, and redesigned flasks, holsters and 
storage pocket for convenience. Simply keep going with the one-
handed, on the fly access to your hydration flasks. Best of all, with 
the reflective trims you can be seen while you are on the road.

    Colors: Storm Green / Hot Red 

    Colors: Black / Reflective Sliver 

4640
Trail Mix Plus 2  
(600ml)

TO BE CONFIRMED
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FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES
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Keep our SpeedDraw Flask close-at-hand and in place with this light-
weight pak that sits comfortably on the waist.

  535 ml ergo-shaped SpeedDraw Flask with Push-Pull Cap 

  Angled bottle holder allows easy one-handed access and bounce-free ride

  Extended side panels hug the body comfortably for a perfect fit

  Expandable zippered stretch pocket keeps essentials protected

  Pocket fits iPhone 8 Plus

  External shock cord system for extra storage options

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm) 

Our race-ready, bounce-free belt features one 300 ml flask, plus a 
zippered pocket that fits running essentials and smartphones sized up to 
iPhone 8 Plus.

  300 ml flask with Push-Pull Cap for quick access to fluids. Angled holster provides easy 
one-handed access to hydration

  Extended side panels hug the body comfortably for a custom fit and bounce-free ride 

  Zip pocket for running essentials, compatible with iPhone 8 Plus

  Speedfit holsters provide easy one-handed access to hydration and nutrition 

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)  

Weight: 224 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

Weight: 184 g 
Storage capacity: 380 ml

Colors: Black / Gold  

    Colors: Black 

    Colors: Tomato

4873
Peak 
(535 ml)

4523
Swift Plus  
(300 ml)



FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES
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Fully adjustable, bounce-free hydration belt.

  Two 300 ml flasks with race caps

  Ergo-shaped, monofilament belt offers limited stretch that eliminates bounce

   Zippered pocket compatible with smartphone sizes up to iPhone 8 Plus

  Speedfit holsters provide easy one-handed access to hydration and nutrition 

Colors: Black

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)  

Weight: 377 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm) 

Colors: Black

Fully adjustable, bounce-free hydration belt  
with four 300 ml flasks with race caps!

  Four 300 ml flasks with race caps

  Ergo-shaped, monofilament belt offers limited stretch that 
  eliminates bounce

   Zippered pocket compatible with smartphone sizes up to iPhone Plus

  Speedfit holsters provide easy one-handed access to hydration and nutrition

4194
Quick Start 40   
(1,2L)

4192
Quick Start 20  
(600 ml)

Weight: 218 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml
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H Y D R A T I O N

Handhelds
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Small stash pocket

26

  18oz / 535mL BPA-FREE soft flask with bite valve

  The rigid ExoSpine™ for superior hand feel and support

  Ergo-designed hand strap provides grip-free comfort

  Breathable wicking mesh underhand position provides grip

  Small stash pockets for gels or a key

  Soft flask can be easily removed from sleeve

Weight with bottle: 91 g 
Storage capacity: 0,25 Liters

Colors: Black / Sailor Blue

Stay hydrated for miles on end with the Exodraw 2.0 
535 ml Handheld flask. The slosh-free, ultra-efficient and 
super comfortable soft flask has a small stash pocket to 
carry your key or gels for the best on-the-go hydration.

4863
ExoDraw 2  
(535 ml)
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Colors: Tigerlily / Angel Blue

Why mess with the classics? From the soft flask handheld that started it 
all, our 14oz updated version features an integrated hand strap and rigid 
ExoSpine™ for superior comfort and efficiency. With small stash pocket, 
this is the perfect pairing for marathons, trail running, hiking, cycling, 
climbing and any other outdoor activities.

  14 oz /414 mL BPA-FREE soft flask with bite valve

  The rigid ExoSpine™ creates superior hand feel and support

  Ergonomically-designed hand strap for grip-free comfort

  Breathable wicking mesh underhand position provides grip

  Small stash pockets for gels, keys, credit cards, and more

  Soft flask can be easily removed from sleeve

Weight: 59 g 
Storage capacity: 414 ml

Weight with bottle: 42 g

Colors: Black / Reflective Silver

Why mess with the classics? From the soft flask handheld that started it 
all, our 14oz updated version features an integrated hand strap and rigid 
ExoSpine™ for superior comfort and efficiency. It’s the perfect pairing for 
marathons, trail running, hiking, cycling, climbing and any other outdoor 
activities.

  14 oz /414 mL BPA-FREE soft flask with bite valve

  The rigid ExoSpine™ creates superior hand feel and support 

  Ergonomically-designed hand strap for grip-free comfort 

  Reflective for enhanced visibility 

40280
ExoShot Lite  
(414 ml)

4862
ExoShot 2  
(414 ml)
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Colors: Vapor Grey/Black

Sure to be the best in hydration on the market, this handheld is 
ergonomically shaped to fit any runner’s hand and so easy to squeeze. 
It’s rigid where it needs to be and compresses easily for quick hydration. 
It also has a flat bottom to provide a solid surface for filling. This 
incredible flask is designed to be grip-free and lightweight.

  18oz / 535 mL ergonomic flask designed to be easier to squeeze

  Fully-adjustable hand strap with chafe-free thumb hold enables grip-free running

  Sweat-channeled, no-slip grip insert for an easier carry

  Updated high flow Push-Pull Blast Valve™ cap has a quicker rebound to keep you 
hydrated on the go

Colors: Black/Finish Lime

Sure to be the best in hydration on the market, this handheld is 
ergonomically shaped to fit any runner’s hand and so easy to squeeze. 
It’s rigid where it needs to be and compresses easily for quick hydration. 
It also has a flat bottom to provide a solid surface for filling. This 
incredible flask is designed to be grip-free and lightweight.

  12oz / 355 mL ergonomic flask designed to be easier to squeeze

  Fully-adjustable hand strap with chafe-free thumb hold enables grip-free running

   Sweat-channeled, no-slip grip insert for an easier carry

  Updated high flow Push-Pull Blast Valve™ cap has a quicker rebound to keep you 
hydrated on the go

70320
Quick Squeeze  
(535 ml)

70280
Quick Squeeze  
(355 ml)
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H Y D R A T I O N

Hydration isn’t just about what you’re doing 
on your run – it’s about developing a plan 
pre, during, and post-run in order to fuel, 
perform, and recover properly. Our H2O To 
Go collection covers pre and post-run needs 
with an array of lifestyle and performance 
bottles that offer options on size, lids, 
insulation, and color, all while remaining 
tough, stylish, and easy to bring everywhere. 

Bottles
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  Sip-friendly narrow spout

  Removable silicone nozzle for easy cleaning

  Wide mouth for easy cleaning and filling

  Tethered lid stays attached to the bottle

Stay hydrated on-the-go with this easy to hold bottle 
that fits the hand perfectly. The sip friendly narrow spout 
or the wide mouth opening allow for easy drinking and 
even easier cleaning. The tethered lid stays attached to 
the BPA free bottle.

4313
Little Shot  
(750 ml)

Color: Blue Light    

Color: Electric Blue        

Color: Grey   

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™  
with odorless and tasteless technology
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Colors: Grey

Preparing for a big day? Increase your hydration capacity with this 
1,5L SuperShot bottle.

  Sip-friendly narrow spout features removable silicone nozzle for easy cleaning

  Wide mouth for easy cleaning and filling

  Tethered lid stays attached to the bottle

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and tasteless technology

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and tasteless technology

Hydrate throughout the day with this ice-cube ready bottle, 
featuring a tethered, screw-top lid with a narrow spout for easy 
carrying, sipping, and refilling on-the-go.

  Sip-friendly narrow spout features removable silicone nozzle for easy cleaning

  Wide mouth for easy cleaning and filling

   Tethered lid stays attached to the bottle

4314
Super Shot  
(1,5 L)

4321
Big Shot  
(1 L)

Color: White    

Color: Black    

Color: Nathan Blue        

Color: Grey    

Color: Floro Fuchsia
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Colors: True Black 

Colors: Vivacious

Colors: True Black 

Colors: Vivacious

Innovative insulation meets rugged round-to-square design with these 
bold and stylish trip-insulated steel bottles.

  18/8 Double-Wall Insulated Stainless Steel

   Keeps liquids cold for 35 hours, hot for 15 hours

  Zero condensation or sweat

  Triple insulated for premium heat retention

  Insulated large-mouth cap for filling and cleaning

  Insulated narrow-mouth cap for sipping and drinking

  Non-slip bottom TPE pad

  BPA Free and Lead Safe

Do not put in dishwasher

Do not put in dishwasher

Do not put in dishwasher

4443
HammerHead Bottle 
(710 ml)

4443
HammerHead Bottle 
(1182 ml)

4443
HammerHead Bottle  
(532 ml)

Take a bite out of thirst: This steel bottles 
keep hot liquids hot for 15 hours, and cold 
liquids cold for 35 hours.

  18/8 Double-Wall Insulated Stainless Steel

   Keeps liquids cold for 35 hours, hot for 15 hours

  Zero condensation or sweat

  Non-slip bottom TPE pad

  BPA Free and Lead Safe

Big Bad Bottle. Stay hydrated all day, all 
week and month long with the biggest 
HammerHead bottle.

  18/8 Double-Wall Insulated Stainless Steel

   Keeps liquids cold for 35 hours, hot for 15 hours

  Zero condensation or sweat

  Non-slip bottom TPE pad

  BPA Free and Lead Safe

SEA THE DIFFERENCE 
Nathan will be donating 
2% of 2019 profits from the 
HammerHead Steel Water 
Bottles to Ocean Conservacy. 

Colors: True Black



Colors: Blue Me Away / White

Weight: 1,133 gr
Storage: 200 ml

40320
Reusable Race Day Cup 
(2 pack)

Perfect for race day, these flexible cups are 
foldable and can be stashed easily into your 
waistband or pocket. Meets the requirements 
of many race events in 2021.

  Two foldable cups that collapse down for quick 
storage 

   Ridged rim for easy drinking 

  Attachment loop  

  Non-slip bottom TPE pad

  BPA Free and Lead Safe

33
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Replacement 
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Nathan hydration bladder provides 
you with instant refreshment as you 
train. Use the large opening and the 
high-flow bite valve for easy filling 
and quick drinking. Stay hydrated 
and run stronger.  

Count on the lightweight Nathan 
bladder to keep you well-hydrated. 
The high-flow bite valve and flexible 
drink tube are great for quick and easy 
drinking. With its 2 liter capacity,  you 
are ready for a successful workout. 

BPA-free hydration bladders with 
high-flow bite valves and large, 
easy-fill openings now come with 
quick-release hoses for convenient 
cleaning and faster set-up in your 
favorite Nathan Race Vest.

This is the game changer to your run! The 
1.6 Liter Insulated Hydration bladder is low 
profile to reduce sloshing and it keeps your 
water colder for longer. No matter how hot 
the day is, you can be cool with this BPA 
free bladder with a high flow bite valve and 
large, easy fill opening. 

4557
Insulated Bladder 

(1,6 L)

4552
Replacement Bladder
(2 L)

4551
Replacement Vapor Bladder 
(1,8 L)

4555
Replacement Bladder 
(1,5 L)

Colors: Clear

Colors: Clear

Colors: Clear

Colors: Clear



Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and tasteless technology

This double-pack 300 ml flask allows for 
the most natural grip possible and easy-
squeeze access to fluids.

Add-on holster and 355 ml bottle combination 
allows for the most natural grip possible and 
easy-squeeze access to fluids.

  Features reinforced leak-free, soft-sip, Push-Pull Blast Cap

The first-ever, double-wall insulated flask with 
Fire & Ice technology means you’ve found your 
new favorite flask.

  Features reinforced leak-free, soft-sip, Push-Pull Cap

   Integrated 3M™ reflective fabric offers 360-degree 
reflectivity for visibility in low-light conditions

4005
SpeedDraw Insulated Flask 

(1,6 L)

4586
Push-Pull Cap Flask
(2 pack)

4580
Fire & Ice 
(265 ml, 2 pack)

4596
Extended Straw 
(2 pack)

Colors: Silver

Colors: Clear 

Colors: Lime Punch

Colors: Silver

2-Pack! Convert any soft flask to the 
ideal front vest hydration piece with 
these handy straw tops. 

  Fits on all Nathan soft flasks

  Bite valve keeps liquids from escaping
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This 3 pack cap set with 
high-flow valve gives you 
quick access to fluids. 

  Push-pull cap

  Leak-free

  Works great will all Nathan 
flasks 

Colors: Silver

4591
Race Caps  (3 pack) 

4589
Push Pull Caps  (4 pack) 

    Colors: Silver

Colors: Silver

With the bite top, you can make 
sure that you have control of 
where your water or liquids go – 
straight into your mouth and not 
dripping out the top.

  Works great with ALL NATHAN 
hydration vests

A must-have BPA-free bottle featuring 
taste-free technology in a super-soft 
and easy-squeeze body.

  Dishwasher safe, top rack

  BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless 
 and tasteless technology

4014
Soft Flask with Bite Top 

4004
Tru-Flex Bottle 

This 535 ml flask allows for the most 
natural grip possible and easy-squeeze 
access to fluids.

  Features reinforced leak-free, soft-sip,  
Push-Pull Cap.

4003
SpeedDraw Flask 

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and 
tasteless technology

This 4 pack cap set is 
reinforced, leak-free and 
with soft-sip Push-Pull Cap

  Works great with all       
Nathan flasks

“ Extra Caps”

Color: Silver



Dehydration is a leading cause of training injuries—and not just for elite athletes. 
Your body is 60-65% water, so everyone from beginning runners to fun runners to 
competitors needs a hydration plan to fuel properly, perform better,  
and recover quicker!

Whether your running goals include faster times, longer distances, camaraderie 
with friends, or simply less time on the couch, your body needs fluids constantly to 
keep your tank full. That means hydrating BEFORE, DURING and AFTER every run. 

HYDRATE. RUN STRONGER.®

Runners of every level, experience, shape, size and pursuit are demanding MORE 
out of their gear. And whether it’s keeping your essentials safe during a run, 
or cleaning up afterwards, NATHAN® has you covered!

GEAR UP. GET GOING.
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Colors: Black / Blue

8004
Ripcord Personal Safety Arm Phone Sleeve

39

G E A R

Running presents challenges day or 
night and at NATHAN we are developing a 
comprehensive line of products to empower 
runners to put in the miles and get home 
safely. The ultimate goal is elevating safety 
as a topic in running, keeping us all safe and 
educated as we hit the road/trails.

SaferRun 
Collection

8000
Ripcord Personal Safety Alarm 

In case of emergency, a quick pull of the rip cord triggers a 120 dB 
alarm alerting passers-by and discouraging potential assailants. 
Audible from over 180 meter and as loud as an ambulance siren.

8002
Ripcord Personal Safety Alarm Waistpak 

This One Size Fits Most WaistPak is bounce free, with an 
interior phone storage compartment, that flips out for 
easy visibility and access to your smart phone and like all 
of the SaferRun products, it has the Ripcord Siren placed 
for easy access.

  120 dB Clip - attachment   As loud as an ambulance siren    Reusable

  Heard up to 180 meter   One-handed pull   Easy to use

Color: Red Dahlia

This versatile phone holder for running keeps your phone, music, and 
tracking all in view, PLUS comes with the strategically placed Ripcord 
Siren. Very comfortable, adjustable, ergonomic shaped and bounce free! 

Color: Black / Blue

Available in two sizes (arm 
circumstance) 
S/M 
L/XL 
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We pride ourselves on meeting at the 
intersection of design and performance – 
all of our gear is designed by runners, for 
runners. Each item is rigorously tested and 
reviewed before being approved. With all the 
features you need and nothing you don’t, all 
of our products are built to optimize both 
form and function.

Storage
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4923
Super 5k  Universal armband offers a lightweight way to carry 

music on your arm.

  Ultra-lightweight, water-resistant neoprene keeps many types of  
     phones or music devices protected

  Reflective hits for visibility under low-light conditions

  Comfort-fit for smooth feel on skin

Arm Band size: 
OSFM 9” – 15” (23 cm – 38 cm)
Dimensions: 16.5 cm height x 37 cm width   
Pouch Dimensions: 16 cm height x 8.6 cm width  

Weight: 43 g

Securely haul your large format smartphone with this 
durable and comfortable smartphone carrier.

  Sized to fit iPhone 8 Plus with most low profile cases 

   Performance fabrics provides comfort and a secure fit against arm     

  Cord management system organizes wire slack

  Access phone, apps, and music via see-through window

  Reflective hits for added visibility in low light conditions

4947
StrideSport  

Weight: 45.4 g

Arm band size:  
OSFM 9” – 15” (23 cm – 38 cm)
Dimensions: 16.5 cm height x 43 cm width   
Pouch Dimensions: 15 cm height x 7.5 cm width  

    Color: Black / Sulfur spring

Color: Black
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Available in two sizes (arm circumstance) 
S/M 
L/XL 
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Colors: Black

Colors: Black

Grip free design keeps your phone within reach and easily accessible.

  Zippered pocket with see-thru conductive touchscreen technology keeps your phone 
and other running essentials protected, while allowing you to see your splits, playlist, 
and incoming messages

  Fully-adjustable hand strap with chafe-free thumb hole enables grip-free running

  Headphone port located at the bottom to accommodate audio jack

  Fits most smartphones

This versatile phone holder keeps your phone, music, and tracking 
all in view.

  See-thru conductive touchscreen technology keeps your phone and other 
running essentials protected, while allowing you to see your splits, playlist, 
and incoming messages

  Ergonomically designed sleeve slips on and can be adjusted to fit your arm, 
eliminating bounce 

  Fits most smartphones

Arm Band Size: 
OSFM (9 in - 15 in)

Weight: 1.5oz/43 g
Dimensions: 6.3 in Height x 14.6 in Width
Pocket: 6.5 in Height x 3.4 in Width

4919
Vista SmartPhone Arm Sleeve Carrier 

4918
Vista Handheld Phone Carrier  
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With the multifunctional Zipster running belt with two large zip pockets 
(back and front) and two small pockets (on the side), smartphones, keys 
and more can be easily transported.

  Two zippered, weather-resistant pockets (four pockets total)

  Super-soft stretch belt fits comfortable around your waist

  Fits up to iPhone 8 Plus

The low-profile Hipster belt features multiple pockets and keeps essential 
items snug and secure around your waist, and stretches to fit your 
individual contours.

  Super-soft stretch belt fits comfortably around your waist.

   Includes pockets to fit all of your small essentials.

  Fits up to iPhone 8 Plus.

Size:  
XS  (26” - 28”) (66 cm - 72 cm) 
S  (29” - 31”) (73 cm - 80 cm) 
M  (32” - 34“) (81 cm - 87 cm) 
L  (35” - 37”) (88 cm - 94 cm)  
XL  (38” - 40”) (96 cm - 102 cm)  
 (only black)

7702
The Zipster

7701
The Hipster  

Weight: 37 g

Color: Very Berry 

Color: Surf The Web 

Color: Black

Weight: 85 g

Size:  
XS  (26” - 28”) (66 cm - 72 cm) 
S  (29” - 31”) (73 cm - 80 cm) 
M  (32” - 34”) (81 cm - 87 cm) 
L  (35” - 37”) (88 cm - 94 cm)  
XL  (38” - 40”) (96 cm - 102 cm)

Color: Blue RadiancE 

Color: Black 
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Colors: Black 

Colors: Sailor Blue 

Colors: Grey 

Colors: Hibiscus / Blue Me Away 

 

With a simple clip and easy adjusting belt this new Zipster is the best of all 
worlds. The same comfort and low profile design combined with easy on 
and perfect fit make this a must have for carrying your phone, keys, and 
other necessities.

7704
Adjustable Fit Zipster 
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4910
Vista Waistpak 

Colors: Black

Ultra-lightweight neoprene with reflective belt keepers to reduce excess 
slack. Stash your essentials in two external, zippered storage pockets.

  Larger zippered pocket fits smart phones

  Compact zippered pocket carries small essentials

  3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective detail

  Adjustable belt

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)  

Weight: 102 g 
Pocket capacity: 340 ml

This lightweight race number pak is equipped with all you need and noth-
ing more, with a well-considered, zippered nutrition storage pocket on a 
no-bounce, no-chafe belt.

  Adjustable race number attachment points to avoid pin pricks

  Unique shock cord system carries several energy gels

  Adjustable, elasticized no-chafe belt

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm) 

4808
5K Pak 

Weight: 51 g 
Pocket capacity: 250 ml

Color: Black
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Colors: Black 

Colors: Hibiscus / Blue Me Away

Compact and sleek running pak for those who need to carry the bare 
essentials – but don’t want to feel them!

  Ultrasoft-brushed interior protects smart phones

  Fully-adjustable, enhanced, elasticized limited-stretch belt

  3M™ reflective detailing for greater visibility

  Internal stash pocket keeps money, credit cards, and ID in place

  Internal key ring clip

Designed for runs from every day to race day, the Mirage Pak Plus 
Adjustable Belt carries your bare essentials in a compact and sleek 
running pak and now includes race number attachments.

  Ultrasoft-brushed interior protects smart phones

  Fully-adjustable, elasticized limited-stretch belt

  3M™ reflective detailing for greater visibility

  Internal stash pocket keeps money and ID in place

  Internal key ring clip

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)  

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm) 

10060
Mirage Pak Plus 

4807
Mirage Pak 

Color: Black        

Color: Electric blue lemonade       

Color: Blue light/blue danube  

Weight: 28 g 
Pocket capacity: 350 ml

Weight: 28 g 
Pocket capacity: 350 ml
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Colors: Black

Colors: Black

The lightest, most comfortable, non-chafe race number belt, period.

  Extra-soft, lightweight, no-chafe elastic performance material 

  Super-light toggles hold any race number securely

  Race number attachments have reflective hits for low-light race conditions

A great alternative to pinning your bib number to your shirt, this 
lightweight belt offers an easy-on and off for runners (especially triathlon) 
and helps maintain the integrity of your performance gear.

  3 elastic nutrition loops for gels

  3 race number attachments

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)  

Size: 
OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)  

10080
Race Number Nutrition Waistbelt

1128
Race Number Belt 
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This lineup of performance essentials will ensure 
that you show up prepared on race day.

Running 
Essentials



Performance laces never looked so great! These super-secure, ultra-grippy, 
elastic laces are the ideal no-tie shoelace solution for athletes. 

  Unique fastening system keeps laces secure an d tight 

  One-time setup is quick, and lace adjustments easy

  Ideal for runners, walkers, triathletes, kids, and the elderly 
 

Size: OSFM

Performance laces never looked so great! These super-secure, ultra-grippy, 
elastic laces are the ideal no-tie shoelace solution for athletes. 

  Unique fastening system keeps laces secure an d tight 

  One-time setup is quick, and lace adjustments easy

  Ideal for runners, walkers, triathletes, kids, and the elderly 
 

Size: OSFM

Color: Black 

Color: Surf The Web  

Color: White   

Color: Pink   

Color: Safety Yellow

Color: Black 

Color: Surf The Web   

Color: White    

Color: Pink    

Color: Safety Yellow

Color: Cool Grey 

Color: Royal Blue   

Color: Sour Green Apple   

Color: Neon Orange   
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1171
Reflective Run Laces 

1170
Run Laces 
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Say goodbye to your stinky gym bag. 
Throw one of these in your bag and 
keep your bag from stinking. 

  Mosa Bamboo Charcoal

  Place in sun to recharge 

  Micro-pores absorb the bad smells / bacterium 

Designed to keep your timing chip 
securely in place during a race.

  Neoprene cushioning prevents chafing 

   Velcro adjustable fit

  Excludes Timing Chip

1332
Power Funk Eliminator (Shoe Pair)

1331
Power Funk Eliminator (Gym Bag)

2023
Timing Chip Ankleband 

Size: OSFM

Color: Black

50



8500
K9 Series Dog Harness 

Inspired by Nathan race vests, this harness comes with breathable and 
comfortable material on the chest and back. It has two attachment points - a 
traditional one on the top back of the harness and a second teaching point on the 
breast of the dog. The teaching attachment prevents your dog from pulling and 
encourages them to run alongside you.

  360° Reflectivity

   Lift handle to carry or hoist dog

   Lightweight Breathable Material 

Available in three sizes: 
S: Smalll dogs, puppies 
M: Medium sized dogs 
L: Large dogs

51

G E A R

If paw prints in the dirt and the sight of your 
furry best friend running next to you is your 
happy place, then Nathan’s new dog line is 
perfect for you. When we sat down to design 
the line, we asked the following questions - 
How do we improve running with dogs - for 
the runner, for the dog, and for everyone else 
on the trail/road? Our partners on the trail 
or road deserve the best possible gear, so 
our harnesses and leashes take inspiration 
from our award-winning race vests and are 
designed to promote good running habits. 
We are excited to introduce our new dog line 
and hope to see you and your best friend out 
there soon!

K9 Run Com-
panion
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True to Nathan, this waistpack has storage for 
any essentials or doggy supplies you may need 
and allows you to run without having to hold on 
to your dog’s leash. Simply clip the leash to the 
guideline on the pack and the leash will slide 
side-to-side as your dog changes sides. The 
leash comes with handles at both ends giving 
you options for controlling your pup and has a 
feedback system that pulls back on your dog if 
they start to pull.

 Storage for running/doggy essentials

 360 degrees of reflectivity

 Side-to-side guide line

 Feedback leash

If you already have your hand held or 
pack on and just want a hands free way 
to run with your dog, we’ve got you 
covered. Simply clip it to the guideline 
on the pack and the leash will slide 
side-to-side as your dog changes sides. 
The leash comes with handles at both 
ends giving you options for controlling 
your pup and has a feedback system 
that pulls back on your dog if they start 
to pull.

 360° Reflectivity

 Side-to-side guide line

 Feedback leash

8510
K9 Runner’s Waistbelt  
with Leash

8511
K9 Series Runner’s Waistpak  
with Leash



BE SEEN. RUN LONGER.®
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1195
Reflective Hairband 

Reflective pattern
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HyperNight 
Collection

These lightweight stretch gloves with an 
eye-catching reflective pattern are as comfy 
as they are stylish. Ideal for keeping fingers 
toasty on chilly days.

Stretch woven hairband with hi-viz reflective 
graphics keeps your ears protected on those 
cool-weather runs.

   Stretch spandex fabric with a brushed fleece lining 
for dexterity and warmth

   Back-of-hand pocket easily holds a house or car key, 
cash, or a StrobeLight for increased visibility

   Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in 
low-light conditions

   Comfortable chamois thumb for nose wiping

   Conductive TruTouch™ technology on “texting” 
finger allows smart phone operation with gloves on

  Stretch woven fabric with stay-put silicon strips on 
the inside, and a smooth exterior

  Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in low-light 
conditions

Colors: Galaxy Black / Vibrant Blue - Women

Colors: Galaxy Nova Black - Unisex

5510
Reflective Glove 

Sizes: 
S, M, L, XL



1193
Reflective Headband 

1196
Reflective Runner’s Hat

1191
Reflective Pony Tail Beanie

Stretch woven, thermal fleece beanie with a 
reflective pattern. Great for runs, bike rides, 
and other cool-weather adventures.

  Soft polyester / spandex techno knit fabric with 
comfort shearing back and smooth face

  Hidden stash pocket inside center back fits a house 
or car key, or some cash

Color: Galaxy Black - Unisex

Size: 
One-Size-Fits-Most

Color: Galaxy Black - Unisex

Lightweight, low-profile, and hi-viz, this 
Reflective Runner’s Hat adjusts easily to 
both your noggin and the night roads. 

  Glow in the dark print pattern

  Reflective logo for visibility in low-light conditions

Color: Galaxy Black - Unisex

Size: 
One-Size-Fits-Most
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Midweight fleece headband with high 
visibility reflective graphics that make a 
statement day or night. 

  Soft polyester / spandex techno knit fabric with 
comfort shearing back and smooth face 

  Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in low-light 
conditions

Size: 
One-Size-Fits-Most
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Effective lighting worn on multiple points 
of the body allows runners to see the 
path ahead and be seen by others. Our 
Run Longer Series features powerful 
headlamps and hand torches that 
light up the trails and roads, and even 
communicate to drivers. The series also 
includes lightweight, colorful, and high-
visibility lighting solutions that clip-on or 
strap-on anywhere. Your best run…now 
available any time.

Run longer 
Series
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Modes

Low Medium High Boost Strobe
33 Lumens 100 Lumens 200 Lumens 250 Lumens 100 Lumens

25hrs IPX4250Lu
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  Lightweight, versatile runner’s chest/waist light

  250 Lumens LED spotlight

  Includes a comfortable chest/waist strap 

  Removable light clips on anywhere

  Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Polymer battery

Size: One Size fits Most  

Colors: Light Blue Nights White

Our newest, most versatile runners’ light is the Luna Fire 
250 RX Run Chest/Waist Light. The comfortable strap 
allows for secure placement on your chest or waist while 
you can adjust the beam angle up and down. As an 
added bonus, you can remove the light and clip on to 
anything else that you have on for your run. Illuminate 
those once scary nighttime roads, paths or trails with the 
powerful spotlight.

5062
Luna Fire 250 RX 
Chest / Waist light

LED’s: 250 max lumen distance LED,  
& two (2) RGB proximity LED’s 
Battery: Lithium-ion Polymer Rechargeable via USB 
Burn time: 25+ Hours 
Water resistance: IPX4 – weather resistant
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Size: 
OSFM

    Colors: Safety Yellow

LED’s: 6 lumens max output 
Burn time: steady on 8+ hours, Strobe 16+ hours 
Water resistance: IPX4 water resistant

Meet your new best friend when it comes to running at dusk or nightfall. 

  RGB light - red, green, and blue LED options

  Quickly and securely attaches to arm

  Multi-settings for blinking or steady state lights

  Powered with rechargeable Lithium-ion polymer battery

5084
LightBender RX 

LED’s: 115 max lumen distance LED,  
& two (2) RGB proximity LED’s 
Battery: 2x replaceable AAA batteries 
Burn time: 40+ hours 
Water resistance: IPX4 – weather resistant

Colors: Bluestone

Size: 
OSFM

Lightweight, low-profile runner’s headlamp.

   Side strobes provide RGB light - red, green, and blue LED options

  115 Lumens LED spotlight

  Replaceable AAA batteries

5094
Neutron Fire R
Runners Headlamp

IPX463hrs115Lu RGB LIGHT™

IPX46Lu 16hrs RGB LIGHT™
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LED’s: 2 LEDs - 6 lumens max output 
Burn time: 30 hours (Steady On), 48 hours (Strobe) 
Water resistance: IPX4 water resistant

Colors: Nano Blue Nights White

Size: 
OSFM

  RGB Light – red, green, and blue LED options

  Shorter strap for runners with smaller arms

  Clips quickly, and securely attaches to arm or ankle

  Multi-settings for blinking or steady state lights 

  Battery powered

  Comfortable armband and super-lightweight technology ensure no chafing or 
discomfort

   Blinking or steady stream light settings

  Weather-resistant so you can run longer in any conditions

LED’s: 115 max lumen distance LED,  
& two (2) RGB proximity LED’s 
Battery: 2x replaceable AAA batteries 
Burn time: 40+ hours 
Water resistance: IPX4 – weather resistant

Color: Sulfur spring

Size: 
OSFM

5061
LightBender Mini R 

5073
LightBender  

8,5Lu 42hrs

IPX46Lu 48hrs RGB LIGHT™
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Colors: Silver / Chili Pepper 

Colors: White / Gold

  LED: 2 LEDs – 8 max Lumens 
  Burn Time: 18 hours (Steady On), 110 hours (Strobe) 
  Water Resistance: IPX4– Weather resistant

Even smaller, but still mighty, this two-pack of LED 
strobes ensures drivers will see you both coming and 
going. The super-lightweight pair clips anywhere 
securely – we recommend white on the front, red on 
the back – to form a dynamic duo of added nighttime 
visibility.

5060
HyperBrite Mini
(2-Pack)

18hrs IPX48Lu



Be the star of your running group with this large 
assortment of Strobe Lights. Works great on a store 
counter as a last-minute pu.

  Large assortment in an eye-catching packaging

  Clips on easily to belts, apparel, gear, and more

  High-visibility blinking and steady light modes so you 
can be seen from a safe distance

  Weather-resistant so you can run longer in any 
conditions

Assorted Colors 
included in Candy Jar:

Safety with style in a slim, lightweight, 
and waterproof strobe. With 100+ hours of 
illumination, the Strobe Light has the perfect 
amount of light to keep you moving safely 
during all hours of the day.

  Clips on easily to belts, apparel, gear, and more

  High-visibility blinking and steady light modes so 
you can be seen from a safe distance

  Weather-resistant so you can run longer in any 
conditions

LED: 3 LEDs - 8+ max lumens 
Battery: 2 x 3V Lithium 2032 - replaceable coin style battery 
Burn time: Steady on = 57+ hours, Strobe = 110+ hours 
Water resistance: IPX3 – weather resistant
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2-Pack! Convert any soft flask to the 
ideal front vest hydration piece with 
these handy straw tops.  

5071
Strobe Light
Candy Jar

LED: 2 LEDs – 8 max Lumens 
Burn Time: 18 hours (Steady On), 110 hours (Strobe) 
Water Resistance: IPX4– Weather resistant

5113
Strobe Light

5114
Strobe Light
(2-Pack)

Colors: Lollipop / Red Dahlia 

Colors: Vibrant Orange / Tangerine Tango 

Color: Blue Cornflower 

Colors: Lime Punch / Classic Green 

Colors: Lime Punch / Classic Green 

Color: Red Dahlia

18 x Sulfur spring  

12 x Tango red 

12 x Blue radiance 

6 x Nathan orange



Slap bracelets will never be out of style! 
Keep these in your kit as a simple way to 
add reflectivity to your run and stay safe 
and be seen.

  Snap bracelet adds reflectivity to wrists

  Comfortable backing 

Colors: Hi-Viz Yellow 

Colors: Pink Glo 

Colors: Andean Toucan 

Colors: Hi-Viz Orange

1013
Reflex
(2-Pack)
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V I S I B I L I T Y

Running without reflective gear is like 
driving without headlights. This collection 
of reflective and LED vests and add-ons is 
specifically designed with the morning and 
evening runner in mind. That means highly 
visible, lightweight, breathable, and 
functional products that fit your body and 
won’t cramp your running style.

Reflective
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Color: Neon Yellow

Weight: 218 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

An ultra-lightweight and sleek design, 1,200-foot 
(366-meter) visibility, and 360-degree reflectivity 
optimize performance and safety.

  Anatomical shape offers full range of motion without interrupting arm swing

  Adjustable fit with VELCRO®-closure tabs

  Attachment points for Run Longer Light Series

2044
Bandolier 

Color: Diva Pink 

Color: Safety Yellow

2017 & 2027
Streak Vest  

Weight: 53.9 g

Size: OSFM 

Size:  
2027   S/M 24” – 40” (61 cm - 101 cm)   
2017   L/XL 38” – 45” (96 cm - 114 cm) 

This reflective vest features a minimal, modern fit while  
offering 360-degrees of maximum visibility.

  Slim, minimal design offers full range of motion without interrupting arm swing

  360-degrees of reflectivity for visibility in low-light conditions

  Zippered pocket for small storage such as cash, keys, and ID



Sales Conditions
P R I C E S
Our price lists are not special offers and are rather net and 
without any discounts. They can be changed without prior 
notice.

S P E C IA L  O F F E R S
Our offers are without obligation and subject to sale. The 
special offers and sales of agents, representatives, or any 
other intermediary are only valid if they have been agreed 
to in writing by our firm. The prices of our goods are 
always according to the rates which are valid on the day of 
delivery, irrespective of the date the order was recor- ded. 
Any change of an economic, social or fiscal nature in the 
conditions of the offer could result in a review of our prices.

PAY M E NT
All invoices are payable within 30 days of the date of the 
invoice, unless agreed otherwise in writing and by mutual 
consent and confirmed by means of the signature of both 
parties. All payments must be made with the bank account 
number stated on the invoice and in the manner stated 
on the invoice. Claims cannot result in a postponement 
of payment, and the existence of a dispute will only result 
in the payment being qualified. Any outstanding invoice 
will legally accrue interest of 1% per month from the due 
date, without any notice of default being necessary. This 
surcharge applies from the date payment is due up to the 
date that payment is made in full. A part of a month will be 
calculated as a whole month. The customer will be charged 
all the costs incurred in the recovery of the payment, both 
legal and extra-legal. The latter is set at 10% of the unpaid 

sum, with a minimum of € 250.00, without prejudice to 
the right of NATHAN EUROPE to claim the actual costs. Any 
claims concerning invoicing must be reported to NATHAN 
EUROPE by means of a registered letter at the very latest 
within fourteen (14) calendar days of the date of invoicing. 
If no communication has been received within this period, 
the customer will be understood to have accepted the 
information on the invoice as being correct.

R E S E RVATI O N  O F  TITLE
The goods sold will remain the property of NATHAN 
EUROPE until the customer has paid the full purchase 
price plus any interest on delayed payment and increased 
charges (including transport costs). Nevertheless the 
customer shall assume the risk.

D I S PATC H - D E LIV E R I E S
Unless there are special instructions from the customer, 
we will select the method of dispatch individually for each 
delivery. The goods will be transported at the cost and 
responsibility of the addressee, even if we dispatch them 
carriage paid and irrespective of the means of transport 
or mode of delivery used. On receipt, the customer must 
satisfy himself regarding the packages and communicate 
any complaints to the transport company within the period 
legally stipulated. The customer must provide evidence 
of any deficiency or damage. We will observe the stated 
delivery date to the best of our ability, but we may not be 
held liable for any delay, nor may a delay be considered 
grounds or cancelling the order, claiming interest or 
compensation.

C O M P L AI NT S  -  
R E TU R N  O F  G O O D S
In the event that the goods received do not correspond 
to what is stated on the invoice, the customer must 
inform us immediately, at the very latest within forty-
eight hours of receiving the dispatch list. This list must 
be included with the complaint of the customer. Any 
complaint concerning the quality of a product must be 
accompanied by:

a) a specimen of the article with the complaint reported, 
b) to the degree that such an instance can be specified, 
a sample of the product concerned in its original pack- 
aging, which carries references for identification purposes.

The goods cannot be returned without our prior agree- 
ment and must be sent to us carriage paid. The returned 
goods must be in perfect condition and carefully packed 
in their originally packaging without any changes to their 
references. They must keep their label as well as the 
stamps or brands applied in order to permit their retail sale. 
Any verbal agreement that is not in agreement with these 
general terms will only be valid if it has been confirmed by 
us in writing.

TE R M S  O F  TH E  C U S TO M E R
The mere fact that we have made a delivery results in the 
unconditional acceptance of these general sales terms 
and conditions. Any proviso accompanying the order of 
the customer that conflicts with these general terms and 
conditions or adds a new factor will not be accepted, and 
it is not necessary that we inform the customer of this. The 
same applies to the provision of jurisdiction.



Contact 
Details

+ 41 (0) 848 864 833

+ 33 (0) 800 91 33 40

+ 49 251 871 6720

+ 32 (0) 14 85 47 85

+ 34 900 831 226

United Sports Brands Europe

Janssen-Pharmaceuticalaan 4 

Post Box 4

2440 Geel

Belgium

Monday - Thursday
8:30 – 17:00

Friday
8:30 – 15:00

sales@unitedspb.eu
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